Create New Incident
Use an incident (IN) for unplanned interruptions to an application/system or related component. For
example, a system/service outage -or- an application is down (not available) -or- a report is stuck in
pending status -or- a page cannot be displayed, etc.
Create an Incident (IN) if something needs to be fixed because it is not available or not responding (appears
to be broken).
Create a Service Request (SR) if a password needs to be reset -or- you need access to a system/application
-or- new workstation needs to be installed -or- other services are needed. Reference Job Aid ‘Create New
Service Request’ for more information.

1. Select:

New Incident.

ESP will display an incident form
so that you can input information
about the incident.

2. Input:

Description (information
about the incident).
ESP will send an email to the
recipient when the incident is
submitted.

The ESP incident form is designed so that you can quickly submit an incident.
Select dropdown next to urgency if needed (ESP defaults urgency to ‘medium’).
Select

field lookup if you need to change the recipient or application name.

3. Select:

Submit.
ESP will send an email to the
appropriate support team based on the
information you provided.
ESP will display knowledge base
articles that may be helpful based on
the information you provided.
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Create New Incident
ESP will display a confirmation when the incident is submitted.

4. Select:

Click here.

In this example, we select click here next to ‘To access it’ because we want to display
the incident.

In this example, ESP displays the incident.
ESP automatically routed the incident to WaTech Support Center (first responders) for next
steps.
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